The TYR Tactical® MP Side Buckle Kit converts an existing TYR Tactical® vest into a side buckle entry carrier. This allows the user to quickly dawn their plate carrier when threat level increases and goes beyond soft armor protection.

TYR-SBK-MP

Compatibility:
- PICO
- PICO-AA
- PICO-AUS
- PICO-AUS-LV
- PICO-DS
- PICO-DS-SOU
- PICO-FED
- PICO-MBAV
- PICO-MP
- PICO-MV
- PICO-MVV
- PICO-MVV-DA
- PICO-MVV-RLVC
- PICO-PRO
- PICO-RLVC
- VEN-SYS
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INSTALL COMPLETE